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Thank you for downloading this reference book! 

ABOUT THIS eDICTIONARY 

While it can stand alone, I wrote this book as a companion to my INTERIOR DESIGN 
STYLE QUIZ.  (Coming soon)   

The 130 main words and phrases in this book — which I call "descriptors" — are ones used 
in the quiz to generate the style suggestions.  They are defined in terms of interior design 
and decorating, with examples of styles that can be described as such. 

There's also a summarized, thesaurus-like section where you can find related descriptors to 
use on your own — to precisely match your personality.  Please note that they may not be 
exact synonyms and may have different nuances among them. 

There are around 580 words and phrases in total. 

WAYS TO USE THIS BOOK 

As reference when taking the quiz, in case you're not sure how a descriptor relates to 
interior design.   
As reference when trying to find the exact words to answer the sometimes difficult 
question: "How do you describe your design or decorating style?"  Conversely 
and just as importantly, you can also pick words to say what your style is NOT. 

Examples:  simple but not boring 
   coordinated but not matchy-matchy 
   detailed but not overdone 

**The quiz returns style suggestions.  This book helps you describe your style using your 
own words, when no particular style/s really encapsulate/s yours. 

GET CLARITY 

A worksheet and an example of how it's used are provided at the end of this book to help 
you:  

list down and sort through your words, eliminate those that seem redundant 
order what's remaining, in terms of importance to you 
distill or reduce them into 2 to 3 meaningful words that can make up your STYLE 
STATEMENT 
use your other words to add more information, when needed 

BENEFITS OF KNOWING THE WORDS TO DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE 

It'll be easier to express to others, like to your interior designer — be articulate. 
They'll point you to your design direction or style preference — have a roadmap. 
You'll have a guideline in deciding on elements; discarding and bringing in items — see 
how they fit or not fit into your overall vision — make space, save time, save money. 

Again, thanks for downloading.  If you find this helpful, feel free to share.  Follow me on 
Pinterest and visit my website. Take the quiz (coming soon) for more insights. 

For any suggestions or comments, you can email me at shirley@designdecordecoded.com 

http://pinterest.com/designdecordecoded
http://www.designdecordecoded.com


Main Descriptor List
adventurous    
affordable 
aged 
airy 
architectural 
asymmetrical 
austere 
basic 
blended 
blingy 
bold 
boring 
bright 
busy 
carefree 
casual 
charming 
cheerful 
classic 
classical 
clean 
clean-lined 
clever 
close to nature 
cold 
collected 
colorful 
comfortable 
contrasting 
conventional 
coordinated 
cozy 
creative 
crisp 
cultural 
custom 
dark 
detailed 
different 
dreamy 
easy-care 
eclectic 
eco-friendly 

elegant 
embellished 
exciting 
exposed 
extravagant 
feminine 
flashy 
flea market finds 
formal 
fortress-like 
frilly 
functional 
gardeny 
glamorous / glam 
graphic 
handcrafted 
heavy 
heirloom-feel 
historical 
humorous 
iconic 
idyllic 
innovative 
intense 
interesting 
inviting 
kitschy 
lived-in 
lofty 
luxurious 
machine-made 
masculine 
matchy-matchy 
maxed-out 
metropolitan 
minimalistic 
mismatched 
modern 
modest 
moody 
natural 
nostalgic 
old fashioned 

* 

old world 
orderly 
organic 
otherworldly 
peaceful 
personality-filled 
practical 
quality 
quirky 
random 
raw 
refined 
refreshing 
regal 
relaxing 
repurposed 
restrained 
rustic 
sculptural 
simple 
simplified 
somber 
spacious 
spiritual 
stark 
storied 
striking 
structural 
structured 
symmetrical 
thought-out 
travelled-look 
trendy 
unadorned 
uncluttered 
uninviting 
unique 
upscale 
versatile 
vintage 
vivid 
weathered 
whimsical 
youthful 



adventurous 

When you’re not afraid to try new or unusual ideas and ways of 
implementing design or decor. 

• installing thick, clear glass for flooring 

• having a sunken living space 

When you prefer interior design styles that aren’t mainstream, or 
historical styles that were considered new and different at the time they 
surfaced in interior design world. 

• Memphis Style 

• Art Nouveau Style 

If you like an interior or decor that evokes excitement or reminds of an 
exciting experience.  

• animal prints that remind of safari 

• travel-related decor in Bohemian Style 

• taxidermy in cabin or lodge 

Other ways to say ADVENTUROUS : 

• audacious 

• bold 

• daring 

• experimental 

• wild 
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affordable 

Something is within budget, or 

Simply inexpensive. 

Your decor includes DIY pieces, flea-market finds or simple, found 
objects. 

• Country Style 

• Rustic Beach or Coastal Style 

You like repurposing, or using salvaged items in your decor. 

• Industrial Design Style 

• Bohemian Style 

You prefer using practical and inexpensive materials — like concrete. 

• Brutalist Style 

Other ways to say AFFORDABLE : 

• budget-friendly 

OR 

• frugal 

• inexpensive 
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aged 

A space or something that’s charming, by having a worn look brought 
about by the passing of time — could be by natural aging or by 
intentional design. 

• weathered look of Industrial lofts 

• a piece of metal furniture or memorabilia that has developed a 
patina — a certain color brought about oxidation over time.  

• buildings that have been around for decades or centuries 

Some styles with AGED vibe: 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• Country Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

Other ways to say AGED : 

• patinated  

OR 

• timeworn 
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airy 

Large, open space w/ few furniture pieces; also those with open layout 
with no room partitions. 

• Japanese Style 

Spaces with high ceilings. 

• Gothic churches 

• Industrial lofts 

Open spaces where air can freely circulate. 

• Traditional Santorini homes 

Bright, well-lit spaces.  

• Scandinavian Style 

Other ways to say AIRY : 

• breathable, breathes, unstuffy 

OR 

• breezy, open 

OR 

• bright, washed with light 
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architectural 

ARCHITECTURAL and building details are often carried into the interiors. 

When you appreciate: 

• arches 

• domes 

• columns 

• pilasters, also 

• moldings 

• carvings 

• turnings 

• panelings, etc. 

When architectural elements or their designs — like windows, doors, 
stairs, etc. — become distinguishing  features of a style. 

Some interior design styles with strong ARCHITECTURAL features: 

• Gothic Style 

• Renaissance Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Neo-Classic Style 

• Moorish Style 

• Art Deco Style 

• Parisian Style 

• Cabin or Lodge 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asymmetrical 

ASYMMETRY is having different or unequal displays on opposite sides. 

If you have: 

• two armchairs with a side table in between, to balance a 3-seater 
sofa on the opposite. 

• a 4-seater dining set with a bench opposite two chairs. 

• an L- shape sectional sofa in your living room. 

• an off-centered, large artwork on the wall or a lopsided doorway, 
etc… 

Some buildings and styles that can display ASYMMETRY : 

• Gothic buildings 

• Memphis Style 

• Futurist Style 

• Contemporary Style 

• Minimalist Style  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austere 
 

Your space is so simple, that it shows obvious lack of luxury. 

• Shaker Style 

• Amish Style 

Utility is more important than comfort.  

• Cromwellian Style 

• Classic Farmhouse Style 

Your space is unadorned — with little or no ornamentation at all. 

• Minimalist Style 

• Brutalist Style 

Other words for AUSTERE : 

• ascetic 

• spartan 

• stark 
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basic 

Your space contains only what is essential or is hotel-like. 

Your interior is simple, plain and uncomplicated in appearance. 

Your space has few or no decorations or is unadorned. 

Some styles that have BASIC look: 

• Amish 

• Shaker 

• Mission 

• Romanesque 

Other words for BASIC : 

• plain 

• simple 
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blended 

Two or several interior design styles mixed together, without one of them 
clearly standing out. 

Styles can be easily BLENDED if: 

• they have enough similarities between or among them. 

- Tribal + Tropical / Botanical Trends 

- Brutalist + Industrial Design Styles 

• they share elements because their time periods overlap.  

- Mid-Century Modern + Space Age Styles 

• one or all are plain enough not to stand out. 

- Bauhaus + Mid-Century Modern Styles 

Other ways to say BLENDED :  

• combined  __________ and __________  

• combination of __________ and __________  

• fusion of __________ and __________  

• mixed 
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blingy 

When your decor calls attention to itself because of shiny objects in it, or 

Your space looks expensive. 

Some BLINGY materials:  

• metallics 

• crystals 

• rhinestones 

• mirrors 

• shiny fabrics 

Some BLINGY styles: 

• Egyptian Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Art Deco Style 

• Hollywood Regency Style 

• Moroccan or Moorish Style 

Other words for BLINGY :  

• brilliant 

• glittery 

• lustrous 

• shiny 

• sparkly 
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bold 

When you dare to have an interior style that is not popular in current 
time. 

• Gothic style in 2019 

When you are open to new and unusual designs, materials or ways of 
construction. 

When you confidently mix plenty of patterns, textures; bright and vivid 
colors for a striking, eye-catching look. 

• Memphis Style 

Words and phrases related to BOLD : 

• brave 

• confident 

• daring 

• fearless 

• gutsy 

• confident 

• with attitude 

• with panache 
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boring 

BORING can describe: 

bare interiors that look stark, with very few things of interest. 

• Minimalist Style 

• Brutalist Style 

spaces with predictable elements. 

• symmetrical layout 

• exactly matching furniture pieces 

• light paint color for a small room 

spaces with simple color schemes. 

• neutral (black, white, gray, brown)  

• monochromatic (one hue only) 

Other ways to say BORING : 

• bland 

• drab 

• dull 

• snoozy 

• without character 
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bright 

When your space is gleaming or filled with light.  

• Coastal or Beach Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Synonyms:  

• light 

• airy 

• washed with light 

When your space is with strong, noticeable and vibrant colors — giving it 
a cheerful, lively and energy-filled vibe.  

• Greek Mediterranean Style 

• Mexican Style 

• Pop Art Style 

• New Preppy Style 

Synonyms: 

• brilliant 

• radiant 

• vibrant 
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busy 

If your space is maxed-out, filled with furniture pieces, furnishings and 
décor.  

• Bohemian Style 

• Victorian Style 

If your space is filled with plenty of different patterns and colors. 

• New Preppy Style 

• Memphis Style 

If it lacks symmetry, and has lines that seem to go in all directions. 

• Abstract Style 

• Art Nouveau Style 

If it’s filled with a lot of details, such as carvings, panelings, 
ornamentation, etc.  

• Baroque Style 

• Rococo Style 

Words related to BUSY :  

• chaotic 

• cluttered 

• hectic 

• messy 
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carefree 

Your space is casual and friendly, where users can relax and not worry 
about damaging things or being too proper.  

• Bohemian Style 

When you trust yourself and you’re confident enough not to follow every 
rule in interior design - like mixing and matching pieces from different 
periods. 

• Parisian Style 

• Eclectic Styles 

When you prefer easy-care, low-maintenance interiors.  

• Country Style 

• Minimalist Style 

Other words for CAREFREE :  

• devil-may-care 

• nonchalant 

OR 

• easy-care 
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casual 

When your space has easy-to-care-for furnishings, which are fit for 
everyday use. 

When your space lacks symmetry, has mismatched pieces and simple 
details.  

Nothing too shiny nor too expensive-looking. 

When your space has a friendly, inviting and comfortable vibe — where 
one can easily relax. 

Some styles with CASUAL vibe: 

• Country Style 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Other words for CASUAL :  

• chill 

• informal 

• laid-back 

• relaxed 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charming 

CHARMING can mean pleasing, attractive, likable or delightful.  

Not so helpful in describing interiors, because what’s pleasing to one 
person may not be for another. 

But CHARMING can also describe an interior that’s pleasing in a quaint or 
magical way. 

• a picturesque French Country home 

• a living room in Shabby Chic Style 

• a princess-themed bedroom 

Other ways to say CHARMING : 

• delightful 

• enchanting 

• sweet 
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cheerful 

Interiors that have CHEERFUL vibe are: 

bright and filled with sunshine.   

• Scandinavian homes are commonly painted in white and have 
large windows to allow maximum light in, to counteract the gloomy 
effects of long winters. 

those that have a colorful palette. 

• De Stijl 

• Beach or Coastal Style 

• Mexican Style 

fun and lighthearted. 

• Memphis and Post-Modern Styles 

• Pop Art Style 

Other ways to say CHEERFUL : 

• cheery 

• exuberant 

• happy 

• joyful 

• optimistic 

• positive  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classic 

Styles that have become the standards for many others. 

• Ancient Greek Style 

• Ancient Roman Style 

Details that are characteristic of historical styles. 

• cabriole legs 

• carvings 

• panelings 

• medallions, etc. 

Styles that were popular and have remained so, for over long periods of 
time.  

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Other words for CLASSIC : 

• enduring 

• timeless 

• traditional 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classical 

Some styles are considered as classics.  

But the term CLASSICAL specifically refers to Ancient Greek and Roman 
Styles. 

You have a CLASSICAL style if: 

You appreciate: 

• balance 

• symmetry 

• proportion 

You like: 

• marble, bronze and ironworks 

• relief carvings and mosaics 

• columns, niches, statues, laurel leaves, etc. 

Some CLASSICAL-inspired styles:  

• Renaissance Style 

• Neo-Classic Style 

• Palladian Style 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clean 

Roomy spaces that don’t contain unnecessary items – very 
characteristic of minimalistic styles. 

Neat and orderly spaces with most things hidden away or out of sight. 

Simply designed interiors. 

Interiors with color schemes that don’t dim the space. 

Some styles with CLEAN characteristic:  

• Bauhaus Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

• Japanese Style 

Other ways to say CLEAN : 

• antiseptic 

• stark 

• fresh 

• pristine 

• trim 

• uncluttered 
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clean-lined 

Your space, furniture and furnishings have simple, smooth, flowing or 
crisp lines and shapes. 

Absence of complicated curves, carvings and ornamentation. 

These simple lines and shapes result to a space with an overall neat 
appearance. 

Some CLEAN-LINED styles:  

• Shaker Style 

• Bauhaus Style 

• De Stijl  

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

Words related to CLEAN-LINED : 

• crisp 

• sleek 

• streamlined 

• tailored 
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clever 

You include well-designed, creative solutions to your interiors. 

• multi-function spaces 

• multi-use furniture pieces 

You use smart technology in your space, like: 

• lighting and thermostat control systems 

• remote-controlled CCTV and security systems 

You employ unexpected features. 

• “invisible” doors 

• hidden storage spaces 

• Murphy beds 

Example of styles with CLEVER vibe:  

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

• Futurist Style 

• Urban Modern Style 

Other words for CLEVER : 

• ingenious 

• smart 

• witty 
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close to nature 

Your space is a cabin, a cottage or a manor; near a mountain, a body of 
water or in the countryside – away from city life.   

Or if you just like the idea of it, and you apply it in your space by: 

• bringing nature inside like plants, natural stones, water fountains, 
etc… 

• blurring the line between indoor and outdoor, using large & bare 
glass windows and doors. 

• having greens and landscaping in your property. 

It can be rustic or modern, casual or formal, simple or extravagant, 
feminine or masculine, etc… 

More specific ways to say CLOSE TO NATURE : 

• beach vibe 

• cabin vibe 

• cottage vibe 

• country vibe 

• desert vibe 

• farmhouse-like 

• mountain vibe 

• plantation-feel 

OR 

• pastoral 

• rural 

• rustic  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cold 

COLD can describe: 

bare interiors that look unfriendly and uninviting. 

• Minimalist Style 

• Brutalist Style 

a space with mostly hard materials that can literally be cold to the touch 
like glass, stone, metal, concrete, plastic. 

• Futurist Style 

• Bauhaus Style 

spaces with all-white or neutral color schemes. 

Other words for COLD : 

• clinical 

• impersonal 
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collected 

Your style has a COLLECTED vibe if: 

you gather your décor from different sources, with conscious efforts of 
doing so, around a particular theme. 

• Shabby Chic – collecting classic, vintage items. 

your furnishings are brought home from travels. 

• Bohemian Style 

your furnishings are handed down to you by your parents and 
grandparents.   

• Classic Preppy Style 

Other ways to say COLLECTED : 

• curated 

• gathered 

• handpicked 
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colorful 

Opposite of a space where there's only black, gray & white. 

You have a space with a single color. 

• A space where a variety of one color is used is still considered as 
colorful. 

• A minimalist space can benefit from a splash of color, like using one 
on an accent wall if you’re committed; or using on accessories if 
you’re less committed – making sure there’s enough to keep it 
exciting. 

Your space has plenty of different colors, like: 

• De Stijl 

• Pop Art Style 

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

• Memphis Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• New Preppy Style 

• Mexican Style 

Other ways to say COLORFUL : 

• vibrant, vivid 

OR 

• multi-colored, polychromatic, rainbow-like 
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comfortable 

You like casual and worry-free space where it’s easy to relax. 

• Country Style 

• Bohemian Style 

Your space has well-made, quality furniture pieces. 

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

• Arts and Crafts Style 

Your space has a warm ambience, plenty of room, making it pleasant to 
stay in.  

• Traditional Style 

Other words for COMFORTABLE :  

• cozy 

• cushy 

• friendly 

• homey 

• livable 
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contrasting 

As one of the principles of design, CONTRAST brings drama and interest 
to any interior space. Also to highlight or emphasize the qualities of 
individual materials. 

Describe your style as CONTRASTING if you mix elements with 
different or opposite qualities. 

• black and white 

• complementary colors 

• cool and warm colors 

• rectilinear and curvilinear lines 

• smooth and rough finishes 

• soft and hard materials 

• organic and engineered materials 

• old and new elements 

• vintage and modern elements 

Some styles with pronounced CONTRASTING characteristics: 

• Industrial Design Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• Parisian Style 

Related words:  

• contrasted 

• juxtaposed 

• layered 
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conventional 

You like interiors with elements that have long been used in the past. 

• Classic Styles 

• Traditional Style 

Your style is popular among many people, that it has become normal 
and widely accepted. 

• Scandinavian Style 

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

You use a style’s characteristics and strictly stick to them for a safe and 
expected look. 

Other ways to say CONVENTIONAL :  

• common 

• commonplace 

• stereotypical 

• traditional 

• typical 

• usual 
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coordinated 

The elements in your space are NOT identical, but have enough 
similarities, that they all go well together. 

You pair or match different colors because you’re after a particular color 
scheme, and you repeat the colors in different places and items for a 
more intentional look. 

Examples of a COORDINATED look:  

• Chairs with different styles but with the same wood finish or similar 
upholstery. 

• Some colors on a floral curtain panel, repeated on bed cover, vase 
or lamp shade. 

Other ways to say COORDINATED :  

• matched 

• matching 

• mixed and matched 

                    OR 

• harmonized 

• unified 
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cozy 

It’s comfortable, friendly, inviting and welcoming.   

• Country Style 

• Bohemian Style 

It’s small and snug, allowing for a more intimate ambience.  

• Urban Modern Condo Unit 

It provides warmth, security and safety from the outdoor elements.  

• Cabin Style 

Some elements of a COZY space: 

• cushy furniture pieces 

• floor pillows 

• fireplaces 

• high-pile area rugs 

• lots of wood 

• throws and blankets 
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creative 

Your space includes novel things resulting from imagination.   

• turning a barrel into a chair to furnish an Industrial Design Style 
room 

You DIY or have furnishings custom-made because you like originality or 
can’t find what you like and / or need. 

• making an unusually-shaped furniture piece to fit a tight space 

You use clever ways to solve a design problem. 

• hiding an unsightly electrical box panel under a piece of artwork 

Other words for CREATIVE : 

• imaginative 

• inventive  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crisp 

An interior that is fresh- and clean-looking — like having a light and 
bright color scheme. 

• Beach / Coastal Style 

A space that has few, simple elements and with little ornamentation. 

• Minimalist Style 

A space that contains things that have distinct, clean, sharp or flowing 
lines — giving each item a well-defined structure and providing a good 
amount of contrasts among them.  

• Modernist Styles 

Other ways to say CRISP : 

• clean, fresh 

• clean-lined 

• clear-cut, well-defined 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cultural 

If your décor is inspired by the artworks, way of life, life philosophies, 
artworks or traditions of a particular region or group of people. 

Examples of CULTURAL approach to design: 

• Adapting the minimalistic life philosophy of the Scandinavian and 
Japanese people. 

• Adding whaling artifacts to your Beach or Cottage home for a 
distinct Nantucket vibe. 

• Decorating with African handicrafts like sculptures, mud cloths, juju 
hats, etc. 

• Using bright colors & religious artifacts when decorating in Mexican 
Style. 

Other words for CULTURAL : 

• ethnic 

• folksy 

• tribal 
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custom 

If things are especially made for your space, because you like being 
original, or you can’t find what you need, or it’s simply the best solution. 

We usually CUSTOMIZE things like: window treatments, slipcovers, 
built-in cabinets & shelves, banquette seats, unique furniture pieces, 
walk-in closets, etc. 

Modern times now allow us to CUSTOMIZE just about anything we can 
imagine, like wallpaper, fabrics, tiles, etc…, for that really unique, one-of-
a-kind space. 

Other ways to say CUSTOM :  

• bespoke 

• custom-built 

• custom-made 

• custom-tailored 

• customized 

• made-to-order 

• tailor-made 

• tailored 

b  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dark 

You prefer deep, rich, intense, saturated colors — over pale, light, bright 
colors. 

You prefer a dramatic, moody ambience — over a bright, cheery, happy 
atmosphere. 

DARK interiors can also feel cozy, formal, glamorous, mysterious, 
romantic or serious; or sad, gloomy and even foreboding.   

Some styles with DARK interiors: 

• Victorian Style 

• Steampunk / Alternative History Style 

• Medieval Gothic Style 

• Noir Style 

Other ways to say DARK :  

• darkened, dim, dimmed, inky, pitchy 

OR 

• gloomy, somber 
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detailed 

If you appreciate plenty of small features in your space, whether they be 
on the walls, floor, ceiling, furniture and accessories. 

Examples of DETAILS : 

• intricate carvings 

• dainty prints 

• elaborate patterns 

• different textures 

• pipings, trims, flourishes 

Some DETAILED styles:  

• Egyptian Style 

• Gothic Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Rococo Style 

• Bohemian Style 

Synonyms for DETAILED : 

• complex 

• complicated 

• elaborate 

• florid 

• intricate 

• pompous 
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different 

You take one style and add element/s not typical to it, resulting to a new 
look. 

You confidently blend styles to come up with something unique. 

It’s distinct and novel because it’s not strictly based on any particular 
style. 

It’s not commonly seen – could be new or something from the past or 
one that’s not or never popular. 

Some styles that were considered DIFFERENT when they first came out:  

• Renaissance Style 

• Art Nouveau Style 

• Modernist Styles 

Other ways to say DIFFERENT : 

• fresh 

• new 

• novel 

• original 

• unconventional 

• unexpected 

• unusual 

• (name of a style) with a twist 
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dreamy 

If your space has an unreal quality that makes it seem detached from 
everyday, normal life – in a pleasant and delightful way. 

An interior that is simply attractive, peaceful, relaxing and pleasant to be 
in. 

What’s DREAMY will vary from person to person. 

Examples of DREAMY interiors:  

• A space in Shabby Chic Style. 

• A Country Style interior in vivid colors. 

• A space in soft, pastel color scheme. 

• A girl’s room in princess theme. 

• A nursery in woodland or forest theme. 

• A boy’s room in pirate theme. 

Other ways to say DREAMY : 

• ethereal 

• fairy-tale like 

• fantasy-like 

• magical 
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easy-care 

If you prefer spaces that are: 

• quick to clean 

• require little or effortless maintenance and upkeep. 

Spaces with few furnishings are EASY-CARE interiors. 

• Japanese Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

• Minimalist Style 

Some maximalist styles can also be EASY-CARE because they’re NOT 
expected to be tidy and orderly.   

• Bohemian Style 

• Moroccan Style 

• Victorian Style 

Other ways to say EASY-CARE :  

• carefree 

• easy to maintain 

• low maintenance 

• trouble-free  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eclectic 

You collect and mix pieces from various places & sources – like from 
travels, flea-markets or antique or regular shops. 

Your space’s fixed elements and furnishings & accessories are from 
different style periods or eras. or simply with different styles . 

You have collections of things that come in different shapes, sizes, 
materials, finishes, textures, colors, etc. 

Some styles that have ECLECTIC characteristic: 

• Bohemian Style 

• Country Style 

• Industrial Design Style 

• Victorian Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

• Parisian Style 

Other ways to say ECLECTIC : 

• disparate 

• diverse 

• hodgepodge 

• mixed 

• multi-dimensional 

• multi-faceted 

• varied 
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eco-friendly 

Your interiors are ECO-FRIENDLY if:  

they are designed with the goal of having the least impact on the 
environment. 

you use natural, sustainable, non-toxic, materials – manufactured, 
finished, transported, installed and maintained using less energy and 
resources like fuel and cleaning supplies. 

you use salvaged, recycled, repurposed items; and also those that are 
durable and can be used for a long time. 

your space is designed to use the least amount of power and electricity 
– like maximizing the heat from natural sunlight or the cold air during 
cool seasons. 

Other ways to say ECO-FRIENDLY : 

• environment-friendly 

• green 

• nature-friendly 
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elegant 

Your space looks simple at first glance, and yet displays an obvious 
sense of grace, luxury and good taste. 

Your furnishings are of good or high quality and yet doesn’t scream 
expensive. 

You practise restraint in decorating – knowing when to add and 
takeaway elements in keeping the delicate balance between simplicity 
and richness. 

Modern French or Parisian Style exhibits EFFORTLESS ELEGANCE – by 
combining luxurious architectural details with simple furniture pieces from 
different eras. 

Other words for ELEGANT : 

• chic 

• graceful 

• refined 

• sophisticated 

• urbane 
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embellished 

A space filled with fancy decorations and ornaments to make it look 
more interesting and attractive. 

While it can vary in degree, to describe something as EMBELLISHED, it 
more likely means it’s heavily decorated. 

Embellishments can be: 

• accessories, big or small 

• details on fixtures, furniture, etc. 

• colors, patterns, textures 

Some EMBELLISHED styles: 

• Ancient Egyptian Style 

• Gothic Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Rococo Style 

• Victorian Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Memphis Style 

Synonyms for EMBELLISHED :  

• decked out 

• ornamented 

• ornate 
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exciting 

If there’s a lot going on in your space that stimulates and engages the 
senses. 

You use plenty and wide variety of lines, colors, textures and patterns. 

Your space has something new or different to offer that it causes an 
emotional reaction. 

Some styles that can be EXCITING :  

• Abstract Style 

• Pop Art Style 

• Hollywood Regency Style 

• Memphis Style 

Other words for EXCITING : 

• active 

• brisk 

• dynamic 

• electric 

• energetic 

• lively 
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exposed 

• EXPOSED interior design styles are ones that use very minimal or no 
window treatment at all. 

    Large windows or doors made of clear glass. 

Some styles prefer EXPOSED windows: 

• for that airy feel – Greek Mediterranean Style 

• to celebrate the space’s building materials by not covering it – 
Industrial Design Style 

• to blur the line between indoors and outdoors or for that “close to 
nature” vibe – Mid-Century Modern & Scandinavian Styles 

• for that “less is more” philosophy  – Japanese & Minimalist Styles 
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extravagant 

One that costs a lot of money, especially done in an unrestrained 
manner.  

• using plenty of high-priced designer pieces 

• using luxurious materials all over 

A space that’s in excess of any kind of detail, most of the time 
impractical and unnecessary. 

• Victorian Style 

• Post-Modern - Memphis Style 

One that’s both expensive and overly ornate. 

• French Baroque – Hall of Mirrors in Palace of Versailles – with all 
the gold, crystals, mirrors and other ornamentation 

Other styles that can be EXTRAVAGANT :   

• Ancient Egyptian Style 

• Rococo Style 

• Gothic Style 

• Traditional Style 

Other words for EXTRAVAGANT :  

• fancy 

• lavish 

• ostentatious 

• over the top 
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feminine 

A generally FEMININE interior has softer colors, more curves, more 
decorations, more shiny objects, more frills, more delicate features, 
more softer textures than a MASCULINE space. 

Some styles that can be considered FEMININE : 

• Shabby Chic – because it can be ornate and flourishy due to its 
Baroque influence; use of white, pastels, delicate patterns. 

• Art Nouveau – absence of straight lines and with all its curves and 
floral inspirations, the style exudes soft, delicate and almost 
dreamy vibe. 

• Rococo – a style inspired by women; used curves, light & pastel 
color schemes. Oriental influence - Chinoiserie with all its busy and 
delicate patterns, add to the feminine vibe. 

Other words for FEMININE : 

• girly 

• ladylike 

• womanly  
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flashy 

One that’s calling attention to itself. 

One that has expensive materials, furniture pieces or decorations. 

• Baroque Style 

• Art Deco Style 

• Hollywood Regency Style 

A space that’s graphic, colorful or has busy patterns.  

• Pop Art Style 

• Abstract Style 

• Memphis Style 

• Diner Style 

Other ways to say FLASHY :  

• flamboyant 

• glitzy 

• loud 

• ostentatious 

• showy 
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flea market finds 

If you like the adventure and thrill brought about by hunting for and 
finding stuff for your home – whether you’re a collector, you’re after a 
certain style or a DIYer – then your space must be filled with: 

• antique shop finds 

• garage sale finds 

• junk shop finds 

• thrift shop finds 

• yard sale finds 

Some styles that include “found” objects: 

• Industrial Design Style – having “repurposing” as one of the style’s 
philosophies.  Example: Using used wine barrels “found” or 
sourced from wineries as a restaurant table. 

• Shabby Chic – purposely hunting for items that remind of old manor 
houses and assembling them together or mixing them with some 
other newer pieces. 

• Country Style – having simplicity as one of the style’s hallmarks, 
adding used and old items as they are found is commonly done.  
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formal 

Your style is FORMAL if: 

you are drawn to stately and traditional interiors that feature symmetry, 
order, verticality, classic and classical elements. 

you prefer luxurious-looking space with high ceilings, large doors and tall 
windows; expensive materials like patterned hardwood flooring or 
marble stones, antique furniture or high-quality pieces. 

you accessorize with heavy drapes, crystals, large mirrors, silk, velvet, 
tassels, large artworks, etc.; polished and shiny finishes on wood, metal, 
etc… 

Other spaces that can have FORMAL vibe include places that require 
proper decorum and behavior - like churches, museums, government 
buildings. 

Some styles with FORMAL characteristics:  

• Traditional Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Renaissance Style  

Words related to FORMAL : 

• dignified 

• prim and proper 

• serious 

• stiff 

OR 

• solemn 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fortress-like 

An interior has FORTRESS-LIKE vibe if: 

it has thick walls, small windows, has imposing look, — which convey 
strength and safety for its inhabitants. 

it’s equipped with security features like cameras, motion sensors, metal 
window shutters, alarms, etc.  

Some styles that are FORTRESS- LIKE :  

• Romanesque Style 

• Brutalist Style 

• Futurist Style 

Words and phrases related to FORTRESS-LIKE : 

• castle-like 

OR 

• safe 
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frilly  

Means elaborately decorated, in a girly or feminine way.  

Describes styles that have fabrics that are gathered, ruffled, pleated; or 
fringed, edged, hemmed with lace, scallops, etc. 

Frills can be on curtains, valences, bed skirts, slipcovers, pillows, 
bedspread, tablecloths, etc. 

Some styles with FRILLY decorations: 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• English Country Style 

• Cottage Style 

• Victorian Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• Rococo Style 

Other words for FRILLY : 

• fringed 

• frou-frou 

• fussy 

• lacy  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functional 

A FUNCTIONAL style is practical, useful and utilitarian – and works 
as expected with less concern with attractiveness. 

• Industrial Design Style 

• Farmhouse Style 

• Amish Style 

• Brutalist Style 

• Cromwellian Style 

Some FUNCTIONAL styles are designed with beauty in mind. 

• Bauhaus Style 

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Some are designed to be MULTI-FUNCTIONAL.  

• Medieval Styles – less stuff for easy escape during invasions 

• Urban Style – because of limited living space 

Styles where the decors are meant to be FUNCTIONAL. 

• Minimalist Style 

• Country Style  
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gardeny 

While plants and flowers are usual decorations in any kind of interior 
design style and trends, some are particularly GARDENY – or they have 
foliage as major element in the style. 

Some GARDENY styles: 

Bohemian – whether indoors or outdoors, plants are everywhere for 
this style, potted ones hanging from macramé beads or on the floor, 
etc.  

Southwestern or Santa Fe and Mexican Styles – use plenty of cacti 
in their décor – a plant that is usually found in that region. 

Japanese Style 

Scandinavian Style 

Mid-Century Modern Style 

English Country Style 

Dorothy Draper’s Hollywood Regency Style in reference to palm 
trees in Hollywood 

Tropical / Botanical Trend 

Another way to say GARDENY :  

• garden-like 

• garden vibe 
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glamorous / glam 

Your style is GLAMOROUS if your space is interesting and attractive 
with mysterious appeal, with elements that relate to success and wealth.  

It’s detailed, polished, shiny, blingy, glitzy and ritzy. 

GLAM elements: 

• natural stones 

• metallics – silver, gold, brass and bronze 

• crystals 

• mirrors 

• rhinestones 

• silk 

• velvet 

Examples: 

• Old World GLAM Styles – Baroque and Rococo Styles 

• 20th Century GLAM Styles – Art Deco & Hollywood Regency Styles 

• Other styles with GLAM vibe: Neo-Classic, Traditional Styles 

Other words for GLAMOROUS / GLAM : 

• chic 

• classy 

• dressy 

• fancy 

• posh  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graphic 

Spaces that are bold — giving clear, vivid and striking impressions.  

Your space has elements that are drawing- or print-like. 

Your space has strong patterns, or clear  and sharp delineations that 
make elements stand out. 

Examples:  

• high contrast black and white scheme 

• layers of strong geometric patterns like zigzag, stripes, trellis, etc. 

• tropical-themed wall-paper, tribal prints 

Some styles with GRAPHIC vibe:   

• Art Deco Style 

• Art Moderne Style 

• Abstract Style 

• Memphis Style 

• Pop Art Style 

• Mid-Century Modern Style 

Other ways to say GRAPHIC : 

• stark 

• vivid 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handcrafted 

Your furniture pieces are made by hand — by highly-skilled artisans — 
because you’re after quality. Styles that have HANDCRAFTED pieces:   

• Arts and Crafts Style 

• Mission Style 

• Amish Style 

• Traditional Style 

You have handmade pieces like:  

• crocheted items – Country Style 

• woven items – Eco and Tribal Styles 

• repurposed pallets as bed platform – Bohemian Style 

You appreciate the one-of-a-kind and unique vibe that can only be 
achieved by making something by hand. 

Other ways to say HANDCRAFTED : 

• artisan 

• DIY 

• handmade 

• traditionally-crafted 
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heavy 

Your space looks massive, solid and thick in its built. 

• Brutalist Style 

Describes furniture pieces that looks weighty. 

• Proust Chair 

Something that looks dull or coarse or dark-colored or ruggedly textured. 

• Terracotta blocks 

Your decor looks weighed down by plenty of details, more than what's 
usual. 

• French Baroque Style 

You get a feeling of seriousness, severity from your space. 

• Noir Style 

Other ways to say HEAVY : 

• massive 

• solid 

• weighty 
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heirloom-feel 

 Spaces that have a mix of furniture pieces from different style periods of 
the past, thus exuding a feel that they are passed on from generation to 
generation. 

Interiors that are naturally eclectic in their overall look, where some 
pieces’ look can range from old world to vintage to retro, etc., then mixed 
with newer stuff. 

It doesn’t have to just include inherited pieces.  This look can be achieved 
by gradually collecting from various sources like antique shops or flea 
market. 

Some styles with HEIRLOOM-FEEL : 

• Traditional Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

• Preppy Eclectic Style 
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historical 

Your style is HISTORICAL if: 

you base your decor on past styles that have officially made it into the 
history books on interior design styles. 

you find inspiration from past events other than the official styles – 
example: personal or regional. 

Some main HISTORICAL styles: 

• Ancient Egyptian 

• Ancient Greek 

• Ancient Roman 

• Byzantine 

• Romanesque 

• Gothic 

• Renaissance 

• Baroque 

• Rococo 

• Neo-Classic 

• Victorian 

• Arts and Crafts 

• Art Nouveau 

• Art Deco 

• Modernist 

• Post-Modernist 
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humorous 

Describe your style as HUMOROUS if: 

you don’t take your space too seriously and instead, are inclined to add 
elements to it that can elicit a smile or even some laughter. 

your space contains something that’s unexpected and seems out of 
place, but done intentionally so. 

Some examples of HUMOROUS touches: 

• A formal living room with a Dada-inspired artwork. 

• A funny quote on the wall, as a permanent and major design 
element. 

Some styles and art forms with HUMOROUS vibe: 

• Post-Modern / Memphis 

• Pop Art 

• Dadaism 

• Surrealism 

Other ways to say HUMOROUS :  

• funny 

• ludicrous 

• wacky 

• with a sense of humor 
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iconic 

Your style is ICONIC when you use pieces or elements that are 
famously recognizable and easily associated with a particular theme, 
style or designer. 

Examples of ICONIC vibe in interiors: 

• Using a designer chair like the Ball Chair by Eero Aarnio for a 
Space Age decorating project. 

• Having portraits of Marilyn Monroe if you’re going for a Hollywood 
Regency or Pop Art look. 

• Decorating with red double-decker bus and phone booths for a 
Cool Britannia-themed project. 

Other ways to say ICONIC :  

• designer 

OR 

• quintessential 

OR 

• emblematic 

• symbolic 
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idyllic 

Your rustic space is beautiful & peaceful-looking in all its natural 
simplicity.   

Your space is amidst a scenic, countryside surrounding, suggestive of 
an unplugged, quiet, “perfect” and “magical” everyday life. 

An IDYLLIC space can be in the mountains, lakeside, farm, beach — 
any place that’s close to nature. 

Some styles with IDYLLIC vibe:  

• Greek Mediterranean Style 

• French Country Chic Style 

• Cabin / Cottage Style 

Other ways to say IDYLLIC : 

• picturesque 

• romantic 
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innovative 

When you take an old idea and turn it into something new, or you 
entirely invent a new design idea that’s totally unique. 

When you are sometimes forced to really think outside the box to solve a 
design problem to which there’s no practical, viable or available solution. 

Examples of INNOVATIONS : 

• A television that is disguised as a piece of glass, framed in wood – 
so that it goes well with any kind of interior style. 

• Blobitecture in interiors creating organic shapes – with any 
configuration now possible with computer-aided design. 

• Using smart technology now changing some of the ways we use 
our interiors. 

Other ways to say INNOVATIVE : 

• avant-garde 

• edgy 

• experimental 

• forward-looking 

• radical 
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intense 

An interior is INTENSE if: 

There’s too much going on. 

Excessive and extreme in any of its aspects. 

Examples of INTENSE styles: 

• French Baroque has exaggerated decorations –  carvings and 
gilding 

• Memphis and Bohemian have plenty of colors and patterns. 

• Victorian & Mexican Styles have plenty of everything. 

• Noir is extreme in its darkness. 

• Steampunk with its darkened atmosphere plus busy detailing. 

Other ways to say INTENSE :  

exaggerated 

extreme 

over the top 

overdone 

theatrical 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interesting 

A space that attracts attention, makes someone curious, draws someone 
in for interaction — because it’s different, exciting or has plenty to offer 
— among other things.   

What’s INTERESTING will be different for each person. 

Some examples on how styles can be INTERESTING : 

Bohemian’s décor that comes from different places, each one having 
a story behind it. 

Minimalist styled space with secret places for storage, would be an 
adventure to explore. 

Classic Preppy’s mix of furnishings that come from different times, 
can tell some family history. 

Other words for INTERESTING : 

• engaging 

• engrossing 

• fascinating 

• intriguing 

• stimulating 

• thought-provoking  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inviting 

One that’s comfortable, cozy, pleasant and attractive that people would 
love to stay in it and experience what it has to offer. 

A space can be INVITING, whether it’s casual, formal or in between or 
whatever the style it’s in. 

Things that make a space INVITING :  

• a plush sofa 

• a warm fireplace 

• a soft area rug 

• a hammock in a hot place 

• a silky bed 

• a busy, working home kitchen 

• A restaurant with private seating area for the introvert or one with 
open layout for the extrovert – can be both INVITING.  

Other ways to say INVITING :  

• alluring 

• attractive 

• enticing 

• seductive 

• sexy 

OR 

• welcoming  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kitschy 

One that is old fashioned and too sentimental — inspired by styles of 
past decades or even past century.   

While some may consider KITSCH as tacky and garish, others find it 
nostalgic and personality-filled.  These past styles were after all “in” when 
they first came out. 

Some examples that are considered KITSCHY :  

• Unrestrained layering of prints – animal, florals, etc.. as in Victorian 
Style. 

• Displays of collections from the past – tea sets, plates, metal toys, 
vinyl records, etc. 

• Use of neon colors – popular in the 1980’s. 

Words related to KITSCHY :  

• corny 

• garish 

• gaudy 

• tacky 

• tawdry 
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lived-in 

An interior that shows wear and tear of everyday use — suggestive of a 
comfortable, functional, useful space — that is indeed used. 

A homey space that’s regularly used that’s it’s not expected to be neat 
and tidy at all times. 

It’s got this worn, distressed, weathered look that shows age and history 
— giving it an air of nostalgia. 

Some styles that naturally shows the LIVED-IN look: 

• Classic Farmhouse Style – from the simple furnishings that are 
meant for daily use. 

• Shabby Chic – from the worn and vintage appeal of collected items. 

• Industrial Design Style – from the old look of repurposed, salvaged 
items. 

• Classic Preppy – from the “old and used” look of inherited pieces. 
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lofty 

 A LOFTY interior has HIGH CEILINGS : 

that give it a light and airy feel.    

• Industrial lofts — coupled with tall, bare windows — allowing for 
maximum use of natural lighting, important at the time when these 
spaces were used as factories. 

that gives it a sense of spirituality and solemnity, as if reaching for the 
heavens.   

• Gothic churches. 

that gives the space a feeling of grandness and luxury. 

• Renaissance Style 

• Neo-Classic Style 

Other ways to say LOFTY :  

• double-height ceiling 

• high-ceilinged 
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luxurious 

Your space has elaborate ornamentation on the walls, floor and high 
ceiling. 

Your furnishings are expensive and made of high-quality materials. 

You have pieces in the likes of: baby grand piano, crystal chandeliers, 
gilded items, artworks by the masters, antiques, etc. 

Some LUXURIOUS styles:  

• Renaissance Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Neo-Classical Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Hollywood Regency Style 

• Art Deco Style 

Other words for LUXURIOUS :  

• decadent 

• grand 

• lavish 

• opulent 

• plush 

• rich 

• sumptuous 

• worldly  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machine-made 

You appreciate the accuracy and the sleekness of things produced by 
machines. 

While some people associate it with cheaper products allowed by mass 
production, it isn’t always true.   Especially now that technology makes 
possible the production of one unique piece — on demand. 

Some styles with MACHINE-MADE vibe:  

• Industrial Style 

• Vintage Industrial Style 

• Victorian Style 

• Bauhaus Style 

• Modernist Styles 

• Futurist Style 

• Space Age Style 

• Kitsch Style 

Phrases related to MACHINE-MADE : 

• cookie-cutter 

• engineered 

• mass-produced 

OR   

• 3D-printed 

• computer-aided 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masculine 

A generally MASCULINE interior has neutral colors, has more straight 
lines than curves, has few decorations, has less or no shiny objects, has 
no frills, has stronger features than a FEMININE space. 

Some styles that can be considered MASCULINE : 

• Bauhaus Style — because of the gray, black and white color 
scheme and materials like leather, glass and steel.  

• Mid-Century Modern Style — because of straight lines and 
emphasis on simplicity and functionality. 

• Southwestern Style — if it has an emphasized Wild West theme. 

• Cabin Style — for its emphasis on adventure and rugged outdoor 
living. 

Other words for MASCULINE : 

• macho 

• manly 

• mannish 
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matchy-matchy 

An interior that is MATCHY-MATCHY has same elements all over  — 
coordinated to the extreme.  

Examples of MATCHY-MATCHY :  

• A space in monotone or monochromatic color scheme  - like same 
solid fabrics or same wood color.  

• Furniture sets with same pieces, like a 6-seater dining set with 6 
same chairs in same upholstery with wood tone matching that of 
the table OR a living room set consisting of 3-seater sofa with 2 
armchairs in same style. 

• Fabrics with the same print for curtains, upholstery, pillow cases, 
etc. 

Some styles with MATCHY-MATCHY vibe: 

• Adam or Adamesque Style 

• Traditional Style 

Other words for MATCHY-MATCHY : 

• consistent 

• unified 

• uniform 
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maxed-out 

A MAXED-OUT interior is: 

brimming with furniture pieces and furnishings — with little space left. 

decorated on all surfaces — ceiling, floor and walls. 

filled with patterns, colors and textures. 

Some styles with MAXED-OUT vibe:  

• Baroque Style 

• Victorian Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• Mexican Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

• Preppy Eclectic Style 

• Country Style 

A MAXED-OUT space can also mean: 

used or maximized to the fullest. 

• Urban Style 

Words and phrases related to MAXED-OUT : 

• cramped, filled to the max, maximalistic 

OR 

• maximized 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metropolitan 

You prefer a sleek, polished, refined look that’s associated with 
sophisticated life in the big cities. 

Your space is built with materials of the Industrial Era – metal, concrete, 
glass panes – commonly used in big city buildings. 

You appreciate the conveniences that modern amenities provide. 

Some styles with the METROPOLITAN vibe: 

• Urban Industrial Style 

• Urban Modern Style 

• Urban Chic Style 

• Modernist Styles 

• Futurist Style 

Other ways to say METROPOLITAN :  

• modern 

• urban 

• urbane  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minimalistic 

Your space is simple with very little decoration and embellishment. 

Your interior has plain lines, shapes and forms; uses very little color or 
none at all; and only uses few kinds of materials. 

You have a small number of furniture pieces, limited only to what is 
necessary. 

Varying in degrees, some styles with MINIMALISTIC vibe:  

• Scandinavian Style 

• Japanese Style 

• Bauhaus Style 

• Minimalist Style is one that has no regional influence and has taken 
the philosophy of MINIMALISM to the extreme – example: one big 
space with one armchair, one piece of artwork, without any color. 

Phrases related to MINIMALISTIC :  

• bare, bare-bones, hotel-like, sparse 

OR 

• streamlined, stripped-down 

OR 

• plain, simple, stark 
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mismatched 

Intentionally putting together, items that are obviously different in some 
or all aspects. 

Simply means not matched.  

This creates: 

• a casual vibe for a space — like using different chairs in a 
Farmhouse Style dining room. 

• a space that highlights contrast — like mixing many bold patterns 
and textures in Bohemian Style. 

• a sense that the space is evolving over time — like in Classic 
Preppy Style. 

• more visual interest to any room.  
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modern 

You use recent methods, ideas and technologies in designing your 
space.   

• computer-aided laser cut wall panel 

• using smart technology in your home 

• using 3D printer to make one-of-a kind pieces 

You shy away from any excessive elements of the Classical styles, like 
Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, Victorian  — and instead, prefer the 
simple, functional and minimal — in most or all aspects of your design. 

Some styles, although now decades and century old, have elements that 
are still relevant and are still considered MODERN to this day.  

• straight lines of Mid-Century Modern 

• sleek curves of the Futurist Style 

• materials of Bauhaus Movement 

Words and phrases related to MODERN : 

• futuristic, high-tech, state-of-the art 

OR 

• modernistic 

OR 

• contemporary, current, fresh, new, up-to-date 
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modest 

Your space and furnishings are simple, inexpensive-looking and don’t 
call attention to themselves.  

• Amish Style 

• Country Style 

• Farmhouse Style 

• Shaker Style 

• Brutalist Style 

You have a limited or moderate decoration or have a small number of 
furniture pieces in your space. 

• Minimalist Style 

• Japanese Style 

You have small space to work with. 

• Urban Style 

Other ways to say MODEST : 

• honest 

• humble 

• inexpensive-looking 

• unassuming 

• unpretentious 
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moody 

Your space tends to suggest certain feelings — a like sense of mystery, 
sadness, nostalgia, fright, etc… 

You have a particularly dark or dim lighting or color scheme. 

Some styles that have MOODY vibe:  

• Noir — dark scheme evokes a feeling of mystery and foreboding. 

• Gothic — brings a feeling of spirituality. 

• Art Deco and Victorian — make one reminisce the past. 

Other ways to say MOODY : 

• atmospheric 

• evocative 

• evokes a feeling 
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natural 

You use mostly organic materials — Iike wood, wicker, bamboo, clay, 
cotton, linen, silk, etc. —  in your interiors.   

The organic materials you use are left in their raw, unfinished state. 

Your space has characteristics that can be found in nature — like certain 
colors and organic, flourishy, biomorphic shapes.  

Examples of styles with NATURAL vibe: 

• Eco Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

• Japanese Style 

• Bohemian Style 

• Native American Style 

Other ways to say NATURAL :  

• earthy 

• nature-related 

• organic 

• raw 
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nostalgic 

Your interior is NOSTALGIC if: 

it’s designed in a style from the past, or at least has some elements of it.  

• Art Deco Style 

• Vintage Industrial Style 

• Diner Style 

• Pop Art Style 

it brings you memories or makes you think of the past.   

Examples of NOSTALGIA : 

Classic Preppy Style – memories of departed family members – 
through inherited pieces. 

Shabby Chic Style – imagined stories behind old pieces found from 
flea-market finds. 

Bohemian Style – remembering the past through pieces brought 
home from travels. 

Other ways to say NOSTALGIC :  

• sentimental 

• evocative of the past 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old fashioned 

Your style is OLD FASHIONED if: 

it’s based on styles of bygone eras, with old world appeal.   

• Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, Traditional, Classic Preppy 
Styles 

if’s got what others consider the “granny” look — with frills, laces, 
fringes; quilts, needlepoint, crocheted decor.   

• Country, Kitsch, Shabby Chic Styles 

it’s got the retro vibe going — colorful, vivid geometric prints, plastics, 
etc.  

• Mid-Century Modern, Pop Art, Diner Style, Space Age, Atomic Age 
Styles 

Other ways to say OLD FASHIONED :  

• antiquey 

• old world 

OR 

• conservative 

• granny-look 

• old school 

• quaint 
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old world 

Your interior has elements from past centuries’ styles, like: 

• heavy-looking arches in all shapes – round, pointed, segmented 

• columns – Ionic, Corinthian, Doric 

• earthy and dark toned stone and wood 

• detailed ironworks and carvings 

• stained and leaded glass panes in smaller pieces 

• Tuscan, Spanish Mediterranean, Baroque, Rococo, Gothic, 
Renaissance Styles 

Some recent styles like Art Deco and Art Nouveau also have that OLD 
WORLD vibe, since they are now around a century old. 

Words and phrases related to OLD WORLD :  

• archaic 

• classic 

• classical 

• historical 

• medieval-looking 

• old fashioned 
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orderly 

You like symmetry and balance in your space.   

• paired furniture pieces in a Traditional living room 

You like a logical and methodical approach to design.   

• Greek, Roman, Renaissance, Palladian Styles 

You practice minimalism — you have few ornaments and decorations 
and you prefer things to be out-of-sight.  

• Japanese, Scandinavian Styles 

You have a well-organized space, where there’s a place for everything 
and everything is it’s place. 

Other ways to say ORDERLY :  

• logical 

• ordered 

OR 

• neat 

• organized 

• tidy 
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organic 

You use natural materials in your space – like wood, cotton, linen, rattan, 
bamboo, and all kinds of live plants. 

• Eco Style 

• Tribal Trend 

• Tropical / Botanical Trend 

Your interiors have lines and shapes that are associated with living 
matters or that can only be found in nature.  

• wood table with live edges 

• the irregular shape of a Noguchi table or a handmade clay teapot. 

Your space has the curves of the: 

• Baroque Style 

• Rococo Style 

• Art Nouveau Style 

Words related to ORGANIC : 

• biomorphic 

• flourishy 

OR 

• natural 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otherworldly 

Your interior is very imaginative, strange and has a dream-like quality 
that it doesn’t seem connected to everyday life and ordinary things. 

• Steampunk Style 

• a Futurist space with a spacecraft feel 

• Deconstructivist Style 

• Noir Style 

Your style is from the past or ancient times, no longer commonly used, 
making it feel foreign and different. 

• French Baroque Style 

• Medieval Gothic Style 

• Italian Renaissance Style 

Other ways to say OTHERWORLDLY : 

• out-of-this-world 

• surreal 

• unearthly 
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peaceful 

You prefer an overall cool color palette – like green with blue — for its 
calming and soothing effect.   

Your space is clear of clutter or has very minimal decorations — 
generally speaking. 

Your space is close to nature and / or has an “unplugged” vibe, where 
there are little or no distractions from modern technology. 

Styles that have PEACEFUL vibe:  

• Country Style 

• Beach Style 

• Cabin Style 

• Japanese Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Other ways to say PEACEFUL : 

• calm 

• quiet 

• retreat-like 

• serene 

• sleepy 

• tranquil 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personality-filled 

Your space shows a collection of distinct characteristics that’s uniquely 
its own — whether it comes off as serious, playful, somber, lively, 
sensuous etc., or a combination of several moods — and that it shows 
through in a noticeable and palpable way. 

Some styles that have that PERSONALITY-FILLED ambience: 

• Bohemian — from those handpicked travel mementos displayed in 
a charming, haphazard way — giving the space an informal and 
one-of-a-kind look. 

• Memphis, Art-Deco, Baroque Styles — from their confident, showy 
and flamboyant displays. 

• Classic Preppy — having pieces coming from previous generations 
of the family, each one bringing with it a unique sense of history 
and contributes to the whole. 

Other ways to say PERSONALITY-FILLED : 

• character-filled 

• full of atmosphere 
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practical 

Your space and furnishings are simple, but are appropriate enough for 
their intended use. 

Your space and furnishings cost little, but they get the job done. 

Some PRACTICAL styles: 

• Classic Farmhouse Style — where items are so basic and plain but 
are functional.  Simple utilitarian things also serving as décor. 

• Industrial Design Style — where its emphasis on repurposing 
results to reuse of what otherwise would be discarded things.  

Other ways to say PRACTICAL :  

• purposeful 

• useful 

• utilitarian 

OR 

• sensible 
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quality 

A space with a QUALITY feel is: 

filled with well-made, long-lasting furniture pieces. 

expensive or expensive-looking; luxurious and refined.  

sometimes associated with styles that are handmade rather than 
machine-made. 

Some styles with QUALITY vibe:   

• Traditional Style 

• Arts and Crafts Style 

• Mission Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

Words related to QUALITY :  

• built to last 

• well-crafted 

• well-made 

OR 

• handsome 

• luxe  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quirky 

A QUIRKY interior is: 

• one that’s is different — with unexpected or surprising characteristics. 

• a space with an unusual mix of elements, that it becomes something 
unique on its own. 

Some styles with QUIRKY vibe:  

• Preppy Eclectic — from traditional or antique pieces that are 
refreshed by being painted in vivid colors. 

• Post-Modern Memphis — from the strange looks of the furniture 
pieces. 

• French Baroque Style — from its extremeness, even though 
expected — can still be strikingly odd, back then and now. 

Other ways to say QUIRKY :  

• bizarre 

• curious 

• eccentric 

• funky 

• idiosyncratic 

• odd 

• off-kilter 

• off-the-wall 

• offbeat 

• peculiar 

• strange 

• weird  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random 

An interior with a RANDOM vibe: 

has mismatched furniture pieces, that have been collected over time, 
like in: 

• Country Style 

• Classic Preppy Style 

• Industrial Design Style  

has a collection of items that seem to have nothing to do with one 
another, like in: 

•  Bohemian Style —- where items are collected from various 
places. 

looks chaotic and irregular in many of its aspects – in its décor, furniture 
pieces, color scheme, etc…, like in: 

• Memphis Style 

Other ways to say RANDOM :  

• haphazard 

• scattershot 

• spontaneous 

• unpredictable 
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raw 

A space with a RAW feel is: 

where the materials are used are in their natural state. 

when there’s no attempt to make them look better or different. 

Some styles with the RAW vibe: 

• Cabin Style, Country, Classic Farmhouse — where materials are 
often left untreated, for that rustic look. 

• Brutalist — where the strength of concrete as a material is what’s 
celebrated, without having to disguise it as something it’s not. 

• Eco Style — where natural materials are used as they are, to keep 
to its nature-friendly philosophy. 

Some words related to RAW :  

• brutal 

• craggy 

• crude 

• imperfect 

• rustic 

• unfinished 

• unpolished 
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refined 

Your style is REFINED if: 

your space is well-made and with quality furniture pieces. 

it shows a sense of culture and good taste.  

you are discriminating and restrained in what to keep in your space for 
an elegant overall look. 

Some styles with REFINED look:  

• New Preppy Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Parisian Style 

Other words for REFINED :  

• classy 

• cultured 

• polished 

• sophisticated 

• tasteful 
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refreshing 

A REFRESHING interior is a relaxing space that makes you feel rested, 
renewed and re-energized.  

• having comfortable furnishings 

• a calming color scheme 

• a space with little distraction 

• having an “unplugged” feel. 

An interior that is somewhat different gives a REFRESHING vibe. 

• a space with a style that’s rethought by changing it a little to make it 
fresh and new 

• a space in a totally unique style that’s not commonly seen 

Other words for REFRESHING : 

• comforting 

• healing 

• recharging 

• rejuvenating 

OR 

• fresh 

• new 
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regal 

A REGAL interior is: 

• one that is so magnificent, luxurious and opulent that it looks like it’s 
made for royalty. 

• filled with classic and classical elements with furniture and furnishings in 
the styles of previous centuries. 

• formal and serious in its look and grand in its size. 

Styles with REGAL vibe: 

• Romanesque Style 

• Renaissance Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Rococo Style 

• Traditional Style 

Words related to REGAL :  

• aristocratic, genteel, princessy 

OR 

• castle-like, fortress-like, palatial 

OR 

• dignified, stately 
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relaxing 

A space is RELAXING if it calms you down, relieves you of stress and 
anxiety. It is homey, cozy and comfortable.  

What’s RELAXING may differ from person to person. 

Some examples: 

• You have a cushy bed with smooth linens, a soft area rug, a 
bathtub for unwinding. 

• Your space has a carefree, casual feel — pillows on the floor, 
hammock for sleeping. 

• You have calming interiors — it’s uncluttered or it has a refreshing 
color scheme. 

Words related to RELAXING :  

• calming 

• loungey 

• restful 

• soothing 

• unplugged 

• zen 
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repurposed 

Add REPURPOSED to your style words if: 

you are a creative DIYer 

an advocate for sustainability 

a sentimental person — and you like to find new ways to use and 
incorporate old or salvaged or superfluous objects  in your interiors 

Examples: 

• industrial pallets used as bed or sofa platform 

• a salvaged door used as tabletop 

• a window frame used as foyer mirror 

• a collection of baby clothes made into a quilt 

• a trough used as a planter 

Styles with REPURPOSED vibe:  

• Country Style 

• Farmhouse Style 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• Industrial Design Style  

• Bohemian Style 

Other ways to say REPURPOSED :  

• recycled 

• reused 

• salvaged 

• upcycled 
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restrained 

You are mindful of what you include in your interiors, careful not to go 
overboard in any aspect; everything in moderation. 

Your space is decorated with just enough ornamentation and just 
enough furniture pieces.  

You have muted colors in your space, instead of loud ones; just enough 
patterns and textures, etc. 

Some styles that have the RESTRAINED vibe:  

• Scandinavian Style 

• Parisian Style 

Other ways to say RESTRAINED : 

• low-key 

• reserved 

• subdued 

• subtle 

• understated 
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rustic 

Your space is actually close to nature, away from the big cities — like in 
the mountains, lake, farm, etc. 

Your space looks simple with raw, unfinished and unpolished materials 
like wood and stone. 

       
       

Styles with RUSTIC vibe: 

• Country Style 

• Cabin Style 

• Eco Style 

• Tribal Style 

• Industrial Design Style 

• Romanesque Style 

Other words for RUSTIC : 

• bucolic 

• pastoral 

• provincial 

• rural 

OR 

• craggy 

• raw 

• rough  

• rough-hewn 

• rugged 
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sculptural 

A space with SCULPTURAL feel is one that has things in it that’s carved, 
shaped, molded, chiseled, cast, etc. —  into a piece of what seems like 
an artwork — whether on its surfaces, fixed elements or stand alone 
pieces of furniture. 

Examples:   

• a grand staircase in a helix shape.  

• a ceiling made of curvy, bent, shapely boards. 

• walls with flourishy paneling and intricate hand carved-like 
moldings.   

Some styles with SCULPTURAL vibe:  

• Gothic Style 

• Baroque Style 

• Art Nouveau Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Futurist Style 

• Deconstructivist Style 
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simple 

Your style is SIMPLE if: 

it’s modest, with plain-looking interiors and furniture pieces. 

your space looks basic and hotel-like, containing only what’s necessary.   

it’s unadorned, with little or without decoration.  

it’s common and ordinary. 

Some SIMPLE styles: 

• Country Style 

• Minimalist Style 

• Amish Style 

• Scandinavian Style 

Other ways to say SIMPLE : 

• basic 

• lean 

• modest 

• plain 

• straightforward 
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simplified 

A space that has a SIMPLIFIED vibe is: 

one that has simple features that were based on something that’s more 
elaborate.  

• simple arched doorways inspired by Classical Roman arches 

• artworks with real-life subjects, but done in unrealistic way 

one that has reduced number of elements — like few décor and furniture 
pieces. 

Some styles that have SIMPLIFIED feel:  

• Abstract Style 

• Minimalist Style 

• De Stijl  

Other ways to say SIMPLIFIED : 

• abstracted, stylized 

• streamlined 

• pared-back, pared-down 

• edited, well-edited 
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somber 

A space with a very dark or dull color scheme; or one that only has 
neutrals. 

• Victorian Gothic Style 

• Minimalist Style 

• Noir Style 

An interior that doesn’t get enough lighting.  

• Romanesque buildings have small windows so they get very little 
natural light. 

An interior that has a very serious and formal ambience. 

• Gothic buildings are generally solemn plus despite the colored 
stained glass, they have architectural details that cast dark 
shadows all around. 

Synonyms for SOMBER :  

• gloomy 

• sad 

While they are also names of styles, gothic, noir / noirish are also used 
to mean SOMBER. 
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spacious 

A SPACIOUS interior is simply: 

one that has plenty of space. 

one that’s airy. 

Examples: 

• A luxurious interior, like one in Traditional Style, has plenty of 
furnishings and décor and yet still feels roomy and airy because of 
large space and high ceiling — both to convey a sense of 
grandness. 

• Minimalist Style uses very few furniture pieces – therefore has a lot 
of space to spare.  The presence of little decoration also adds to 
the feeling of spaciousness. 

Other ways to say SPACIOUS : 

• plenty of negative space 

• roomy 
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spiritual 

A space with a SPIRITUAL vibe: 

has elements that represent something sacred or something related to 
religion – like: 

• the dream catcher in Native American Style 

• crosses in Mexican Style 

• Buddha statues in Asian-inspired interiors 

• angels and cherubs in Baroque style 

• the high ceilings of a Gothic church – giving the “close to heaven” 
feel. 

Synonyms: 

• church-like 

• churchly 

• reverential 

• temple-like 

has elements that are thought to affect the inhabitants’ mind, feelings or 
beliefs in an abstract level; or ones that are thought to somehow aid the 
spaces’ users to grow in different or all aspects of life, in a way that’s 
goes beyond general human understanding   — like: 

• a feng-shuied space 

• a room with incense or crystals 

• a calming, zen Japanese space that makes one at peace and also 
reflect inward 

Synonyms: 

• mystical 

• metaphysical 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stark 

A space or something that:  

is extremely simple and plain;  

with very few furnishings or almost empty; 

with very few or without decoration and embellishments; 

without anything that’s not necessary — 

that it comes off as harsh, severe and unfriendly.  

Examples:  

• An extremely plain interior in all-white or mostly white — floor, 
walls, ceiling and  furnishings — is so STARK that it’s difficult to 
navigate in. 

• A room in a Minimalist Style that strictly follows the minimalist 
philosophy — having a fireplace, one chair, one artwork, bare 
windows — few elements, yet makes a fully-functional living space. 

• The extreme simplicity and functionality of a Brutalist space.   

A space that has crisp, sharp lines, whether in its fixed elements of 
furnishings — that make them stand out against one another.   

Example: A Barcelona chair in an all-concrete space. 

Other ways to say STARK : 

• austere 

• bare, empty 

• severe 

• clear-cut, crisp, graphic 
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storied 

A space filled with items with historical backgrounds, or things that 
remind of events, places or people. 

Examples of spaces with STORIED characteristic: 

• Shabby Chic, Country, Industrial Design Styles — filled with things 
found in flea market, garage sales, scavenger hunts and the likes 
— most will have some interesting stories attached to them.  

• Classic Preppy and Preppy Eclectic — STORIED vibe from items 
passed down from one generation to another — reminiscent of 
family members who once owned those pieces. 

• Hollywood Regency — as a style focused on entertaining and 
holding parties, if used as such — will hold plenty of memories and 
stories to tell. 

Other ways to say STORIED : 

• meaningful 

• nostalgic 

• sentimental 
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striking 

A space that catches attention because it’s so different or unique or so 
extreme in some aspect — that it leaves a lasting impression. 

Some examples: 

• having vivid colors and bold patterns like in Pop Art and Memphis 
Styles. 

• having a lot of blings and expensive materials like in Baroque and 
Traditional Styles. 

• being so unusual and different like Deconstructivist and Abstract 
Styles. 

Other ways to say STRIKING :  

• arresting 

• attention-grabbing 

• dramatic 

• eye-catching 

• impressive 

• memorable 

• punchy 

• statement-making 
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structural 

A space that shows aspects of how it’s built — the materials and how 
they are joined together to make the whole built environment — 
exposing, instead of hiding them. 

Examples os styles with STRUCTURAL vibe: 

• weight-supporting columns of Greek architecture 

• exposed beams in Country Style 

• exposed logs of Cabins 

• exposed elevators and escalators of High-Tech buildings 

• exposed concrete in Brutalist and Industrial Design Styles 

Words related to STRUCTURAL :  

• industrial 

• warehouse-feel 
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structured 

Something that has a STRUCTURED look: 

has clean construction 

Has well-fitted, definite and distinct shape 

Is smart- and rigid-looking 

whether in interior architecture, furniture pieces, furnishings or even in 
furniture covering. 

Some styles with STRUCTURED vibe: 

• Amish Style 

• Arts and Crafts Style 

• Mission Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Modernist Styles 

• Brutalist Style 

• New Preppy Style 

Other ways to say STRUCTURED : 

• tailored 

• well-defined 
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symmetrical  

A SYMMETRICAL interior has the same items on both sides, when a 
space is split in half — same fixed elements and millwork, same furniture 
pieces, same accessories, same colors, etc. 

SYMMETRY lends a sense of order and formality to any space, but can be 
too predictable and boresome.  

Some styles that show strong SYMMETRY :  

• Traditional Style 

• Renaissance Style 

• Palladian Style 
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thought-out 

A space that’s THOUGH-OUT looks right — but more importantly — 
feels right in most or all aspects. 

Examples of how a space can feel THOUGHT-OUT : 

• correct space planning with good flow that caters to the needs of 
the inhabitants 

• using materials and designs that match the ages, lifestyles, even 
heights of the people using the space 

• taking into account the space’s location in designing — like natural 
ventilation, natural lighting, etc… 

• deciding on a particular style, then deliberately designing around it 

Phrases and words related to THOUGHT-OUT : 

• carefully planned 

• considered 

• informed 

• mindful 

• thoughtful 

OR 

• deliberate 

• intentional 
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travel-related 

A space with a TRAVEL-RELATED vibe : 

is one that has elements suggestive of travel like: world map, luggage, 
travel trunk or chest, etc. 

has items gathered from different places, or even from around the world. 

Some styles with a TRAVEL-RELATED vibe : 

• Bohemian — from the nomadic lifestyle of the Bohemian people 
that partly inspired the style 

• Industrial Design Style — from the popularization of air travel 
during the Industrial Revolution 

• Ancient Greek Style — the Ancient Greeks being great seafarers 

Other ways to say TRAVEL-RELATED :  

• global 

• nomadic 

• travelled look 

• wanderlust-inspired 

OR 

• exotic 
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trendy 

Your style is TRENDY if you like keeping up with what’s new and what’s 
fashionable and using it in your space. 

TRENDS in interior design are affected by other industries like fashion and 
the arts, and current world events.  They are often predicted and promoted 
by industry influencers, and will be found everywhere at a particular 
present moment. 

TRENDS can be the colors of the year, popular furniture shape, materials, 
patterns, etc.  

What’s TRENDY may just be a rehash of previous styles – done in an 
updated way, or it could be a new style that can end up as a proper style 
in the future. 

Other ways to say TRENDY :  

• en vogue / in vogue 

• fashionable 

• hip 

• of-the-moment 
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unadorned 

Your space is plain and simple, with little or no decoration at all. 

Being UNADORNED is characteristic of styles that are based on 
Modernism and Functionalism, where being more useful is given more 
importance than being attractive. 

Some UNADORNED styles:  

• Amish Style 

• Shaker Style 

• Brutalist Style 

• Minimalist Style 

Other ways to say UNADORNED :  

• no frills no fuss 

• undecorated 

• unembellished 
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uncluttered 

A space that has little decoration, details or elements. 

It looks clean and tidy, where what few things it has, are all in the right 
place. 

It has few pieces of furniture pieces and furnishings out in the open, 
resulting in a clear and airy space.  

Some styles with UNCLUTTERED look :  

• Minimalist Style 

• Japanese Style 

• Bauhaus Style 

• Brutalist Style 

Other words for UNCLUTTERED :   

• clean 

OR 

• neat 

• orderly 

• tidy 

OR 

• pared-down 
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uninviting 

An UNINVITING space is: 

one that looks cold and impersonal, one that has a “showroom” feel.  

too fancy, with many expensive-looking elements, making people too 
wary in using the space. 

one with stiff and rigid furniture pieces, or cold and sterile-looking 
materials. 

one without color, making it too clinical, too dim or too dark.  

Some styles that can look UNINVITING : 

• Brutalist Style 

• Minimalist Style 

• Baroque Style 

Other ways to say UNINVITING :  

• unfriendly 

• unwelcoming 
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unique 

A UNIQUE space is one that has distinct qualities making it different 
from what is usual. 

Examples of how to make your space UNIQUE : 

• adding personal touches, or heirloom pieces for a tad of family 
history 

• consciously keeping true or being authentic to your own personal 
style, not blindly following rules of a particular style  

• blending styles that are not usually mixed together 

• using DIYed items, incorporating one-of-a-kind, custom-made items 
using 3D printer, etc. 

• showcasing personal collections 

Other ways to say UNIQUE :  

• distinct 

• individualistic 

• one-of-a-kind 
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upscale 

Your style is UPSCALE if: 

you prefer expensive elements in your interiors. 

your space has classy, well-made, quality pieces. 

it’s stylish, elegant and luxurious. 

it’s filled with popular designer or antique pieces. 

Examples of UPSCALE styles: 

• Baroque Style 

• Hamptons Style 

• Traditional Style 

• Modernist Style 

Other words for UPSCALE :  

• expensive 

• high-end 

• luxe 

• swanky 

• upmarket 
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versatile 

If your space or furniture pieces are easily adapted to suit or combine 
different functions, activities or styles.  

Some examples of VERSATILITY :  

• An open space that can be reconfigured in many ways. 

• A space that is designed to have multiple use. 

• A plain style that can be easily dressed up or dressed down, 
depending on the need. 

Some styles with VERSATILE vibe:  

• Futurist Style 

• Urban Modern Style 

• Minimalist Style 

Other ways to say VERSATILE :  

• adaptable 

• flexible 

• mixed-use 

• multi-use 

• multi-purpose 

• multi-functional 
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vintage 

Add VINTAGE to your style words if you appreciate old, interesting, 
quality things that are representative of particular times in the past. 

Examples:  

• old metal lockers in Vintage Industrial Style 

• old, colored glass bottles as décor in Rustic Coastal Style  

• salvaged Rococo console table used in a Shabby Chic foyer 

Other words for VINTAGE :  

• age-old 

• antiquey 

• classic 
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vivid 

A space that’s VIVID is: 

one with strong, vibrant or rich colors and / or bold, graphic patterns. 

one with striking features that it produces a lasting impression on the 
mind. 

Some examples of VIVID elements:  

• vibrant tropical patterns with its distinct leafy shapes 

• organic shapes in Mid-Century Modern in the style’s distinct, bold, 
rich signature colors.   

• high contrast of black and gold in Art Deco Style, in thick vertical 
lines and sunburst pattern. 

Other ways to say VIVID :  

• colorful 

• vibrant 

OR 

• bold 

• graphic 
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weathered 

a space or a furniture piece that has been exposed to the elements — 
making it look aged and deteriorated. 

a piece that look tired and old because of prolonged and regular use. 

something that is intentionally made to look it old and overused. 

Some styles with the WEATHERED look: 

• Beach or Coastal Style 

• Shabby Chic Style 

• Industrial Design Style 

Other ways to say WEATHERED : 

• distressed 

• shabby 

• worn 
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whimsical 

A space is WHIMSICAL if : 

it has a quality that’s not seen in ordinary, everyday life — in an 
adventurous, amusing, fun and playful way — with an almost childish 
vibe. 

it’s colorful and vibrant; has quirky shapes and patterns. 

it’s filled with unexpected — like odd-looking decorations, imaginary 
objects — things that only exist in fantasy. 

Other ways to say WHIMSICAL : 

• fanciful 

• fantastical 
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youthful 

You have a YOUTHFUL space if: 

it has qualities that are associated to the young.   

your space is bold, adventurous, fresh, colorful, energetic, imaginative, 
playful, whimsical, etc.    

it’s in a style of recent times — with influence of the modern and the 
contemporary — simple and functional. 

it uses the latest in technology.  

Other words related to YOUTHFUL :  

• cute 

• cutesy 

• kid-friendly 

• young 
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Thesaurus
- 

adventurous audacious boring bland
bold drab
daring dull
experimental snoozy
wild without character

affordable budget-friendly bright airy
frugal light
inexpensive washed with light

aged patinated brilliant
timeworn radiant

airy breathable vibrant
breathes busy chaotic
unstuffy cluttered
breezy hectic
open messy
bright carefree devil-may-care
washed with light nonchalant

architectural architectural easy-care
asymmetrical asymmetrical casual chill
austere ascetic informal

spartan laid-back
stark relaxed

basic plain charming delightful
simple enchanting

blended combination of ….. sweet
combined ….. cheerful cheery
fusion exuberant
mixed happy

blingy brilliant joyful
glittery optimistic
lustrous positive
shiny classic enduring
sparkly timeless

bold brave traditional
confident classical classical
daring clean antiseptic
fearless stark
gutsy fresh
with attitude pristine
with panache trim

uncluttered
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clean-lined crisp coordinated matched
sleek matching
streamlined mixed and matched
tailored harmonized

clever ingenious unified
smart cozy cozy
witty creative imaginative

close to nature beach vibe inventive
cabin-feel crisp clean
cottage-feel fresh
country-feel clean-lined
desert-feel clear-cut
farmhouse-like well-defined
mountain vibe cultural ethnic
plantation-feel folksy
bucolic tribal
pastoral custom bespoke
rural custom-built
rustic custom-made

cold clinical custom-tailored
impersonal customized

collected curated made-to-order
gathered tailor-made
handpicked tailored

colorful vibrant dark darkened
vivid dim
multi-colored dimmed
polychromatic inky
rainbow-like pitchy

comfortable cozy gloomy
cushy somber
friendly detailed complex
homey complicated
livable elaborate

contrasting contrasted florid
juxtaposed intricate
layered pompous

conventional common different fresh
commonplace new
stereotypical novel
traditional original
typical unconventional
usual unexpected

unusual
___ with a twist
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dreamy ethereal flea market finds antique shop finds
fairy-tale like garage sale finds
fantasy-like junk shop finds
magical thrift shop finds

easy-care carefree yard sale finds
easy to maintain formal dignified
low maintenance prim and proper
trouble-free serious

eclectic disparate stiff
diverse solemn
hodgepodge fortress-like castle-like
mixed safe
multi-dimensional frilly fringed
multi-faceted frou-frou
varied fussy

eco-friendly environment-friendly lacy
green functional practical
nature-friendly useful

elegant chic utilitarian
graceful gardeny garden vibe
refined garden-like
sophisticated glamorous / glam chic
urbane classy

embellished decked out dressy
ornamented fancy
ornate posh

exciting active graphic stark
brisk vivid
dynamic handcrafted artisan
electric traditionally-crafted
energetic handmade
lively DIY

exposed exposed heavy massive
extravagant fancy solid

lavish weighty
ostentatious heirloom-feel heirloom-feel
over the top historical historical

feminine girly humorous funny
ladylike ludicrous
womanly wacky

flashy flamboyant with a sense of humor
glitzy iconic designer
loud quintessential
ostentatious emblematic
showy symbolic

idyllic picturesque
romantic
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innovative avant-garde matchy-matchy consistent
edgy unified
experimental uniform
forward-looking maxed-out cramped
radical filled to the max

intense exaggerated maximalistic
extreme maximized
over the top metropolitan modern
overdone urban
theatrical urbane

interesting engaging minimalistic bare
engrossing bare-bones
fascinating hotel-like
intriguing sparse
stimulating streamlined
thought-provoking stripped-down

inviting alluring plain
attractive simple
enticing stark
seductive mismatched mismatched
sexy modern futuristic
welcoming high-tech

kitschy corny state of the art
garish modernistic
gaudy contemporary
tacky current
tawdry fresh

lived-in lived-in new
lofty double-height ceiling up-to-date

high-ceilinged modest honest
luxurious decadent humble

grand inexpensive-looking
lavish unassuming
opulent unpretentious
plush moody atmospheric
rich evocative
sumptuous evokes a feeling
worldly natural earthy

machine-made cookie-cutter nature-related
engineered organic
mass-produced raw
3D-printed nostalgic evocative of the past
computer-aided sentimental

masculine macho
manly
mannish
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old fashioned antiquey quirky bizarre
old world curious
conservative eccentric
granny look funky
old school idiosyncratic
quaint odd

old world archaic off-kilter
classic off-the-wall
classical offbeat
historical peculiar
medieval-looking strange
old fashioned weird

orderly logical random haphazard
ordered scattershot
neat spontaneous
organized unpredictable
tidy raw brutal

organic biomorphic craggy
flourishy crude
natural imperfect

otherworldly out-of-this-world rustic
surreal unfinished
unearthly unpolished

peaceful calm refined classy
quiet cultured
retreat-like polished
serene sophisticated
sleepy tasteful
tranquil refreshing comforting
zen healing

personality-filled character-filled recharging
full of atmosphere rejuvenating

practical purposeful fresh
useful new
utilitarian regal aristocratic
sensible genteel

quality built to last princessy
well-crafted castle-like
well-made fortress-like
handsome palatial
luxe dignified

stately
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relaxing calming spiritual church-like
loungey churchly
restful reverential
soothing temple-like
unplugged metaphysical
zen mystical

repurposed recycled stark austere
reused bare
salvaged empty
upcycled severe

restrained low-key clear-cut
reserved crisp
subdued graphic
subtle storied meaningful
understated nostalgic

rustic bucolic sentimental
pastoral striking arresting
provincial attention-grabbing
rural dramatic
craggy eye-catching
raw impressive
rough memorable
rough-hewn punchy
rugged statement-making

sculptural sculptural structural industrial
simple basic warehouse-feel

lean structured tailored
modest well-defined
plain symmetrical symmetrical
straightforward thought-out carefully planned

simplified abstracted considered
stylized informed
streamlined mindful
pared-back thoughtful
pared-down deliberate
edited intentional
well-edited travel-related global

somber gloomy nomadic
sad travel-inspired
gothic wanderlust-inspired
noir / noirish exotic

spacious plenty of negative space trendy en vogue / in vogue
roomy fashionable

hip
of-the-moment
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unadorned no frills no fuss versatile adaptable
undecorated flexible
unembellished mixed-use

uncluttered clean multi-functional
neat multi-purpose
orderly multi-use
tidy vintage age-old
pared-down antiquey

uninviting unfriendly classic
unwelcoming vivid colorful

unique distinct vibrant
individualistic bold
one-of-a-kind graphic

upscale expensive weathered distressed
high-end shabby
luxe worn
swanky whimsical fanciful
upmarket fantastical

youthful cute
cutesy
kid-friendly
young
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